Company Profile

SHENZHEN YIERMAI TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD. founded in 2011 which is set with design, production, sales, installation, adjustment, maintenance as one of the new automated enterprise and fluid control solutions provider. The headquarters is located in Shenzhen, Guangdong. With more than 1,500 square meters exhibition center at the headquarters and more than 10,000 square meters’s independent research and development production base in Dongguang, and 3000 square meters of the office area. The company owns a number of invention technical patent certificates, a number of engineers with years experience in glue controlling industry, and several branch offices in the national-wide (Shenzhen, Dongguan, Zhongshan, Hebei, Wenzhou, Guilin etc), the equipment has been popularly selling to domestic and foreign (Germany, France, India, South Korea, Russia, Britain, the United States etc.) markets. The company is dedicated to provide high quality equipment and excellent fluid solutions and services.

Nowadays with the fierce competition in the manufacturing industry, labor costs rising has becoming to the long-term growing trend. To realize automation, improve production technology and reduce the artificial production costs are going to be the best way for any enterprises to jump out the difficulties to stand out and realize the new profits growth; With the company independent innovation, break through the traditional model, set up the professional team of IE (industrial engineering), with the IE teams’ long-term practical experience and intelligence, integration of the automation equipment technology, within a few years, the company has become a professional automation equipment manufacturer and services supplier. The company will always provide the best solution, and the most excellent services to achieve a win-win cooperation relationship.

Company Goal: Build a global automation brand, become an international Chinese enterprise!

Company Commission: Discover&create, innovate&outstand, share&achieve!

Company Style: Quick response, take action now!

Company Management Philosophy: Technology, Products, Reputation, Possibility!

Company Purpose: Bring value for clients, create chance for employees, make benefit to society!
4 Positions Dispenser YEM-QP100

Note: The photo might be slightly different from the real one, please refer to the real machine product

**Machine Introduction:**

1. Running speed, dispensing time, rotation angle and so on parameters can be set up via the touch screen.
2. There are 4 product fixtures on the turnplate, fixture 1 for glue dispensing, 2 and 3 for putting or taking the products, 4 is for waiting to dispense. Turn plate is circulation rotation, the angle is
90 degrees every rotation.

3. Machine working process: Put products on the fixture 4, push the start button, turn plate rotate 90 degrees, air cylinder coming down and dispensing. After dispensing, the cylinder back to the original position, and turn plate rotate to fixture 1.

4. Machine dimension: 425*550*750mm